
People Focused. 
Performance Driven.

TCDI has helped clients manage thousands of matters through our Litigation 
Management platform for over 30 years. We continue to work with our 
clients hand-in-hand to collaborate on the daily needs of their cases. Our 
drive to always remain innovative ensures a commitment to increased 
efficiencies through automation. This allows our clients to manage their 
cases day-to-day while ensuring cost efficiencies throughout the process, 
allowing for ease of use and customization. This includes case automation, 
evidence tracking, witness materials, pleadings, and all case materials from 
key documents to deposition testimony.

While most legal matters don’t require a management system as robust 
as ours, we built CVLynx to be the most technologically advanced litigation 
case management system available. With the ability to scale up or down 
to meet the needs of your litigation, you will never have to worry about 
outgrowing your system.

We are not new to being pulled into highly-active, fast-paced litigation to implement solutions and support counsel 
and clients. We’ve nurtured deep and lasting relationships with corporations involved in highly complex matters in 
industries like Pharmaceuticals, Tobacco, Insurance, Manufacturing, Healthcare and Banking. We even developed 
and managed the litigation management system used by all parties in the World Trade Center Disaster Site Litigation.

Real-Time Access to Case 
Data in a Single Repository

Optimize case strategies

Streamline communication 

Reduce overall cost

Often, the need to manage data for litigation does not 
happen in a silo. CVLynx for Litigation Management is 
part of a larger Comprehensive Data Architecture which 
seamlessly integrates with eDiscovery reviews and 
productions. It works in conjunction with data received 
from third-party records vendors, court reporters, filing 
systems, electronic billing systems, and other platforms.

 ; Data Mapping & Migration
 ; Custom System Design
 ; Data Hosting
 ; Project Management
 ; Data/Documents Intake
 ; 3rd Party System Interfaces & Intake
 ; Data Coding & Unitization
 ; Report Customization
 ; Online Fact Sheet Submissions 
 ; Data Mining

litigation management



 ; Reduces time and cost associated with redundant   work product arising 
from geographically dispersed firms and counsel

 ; Reduces the need for multiple platforms and provides a faster way to 
collaborate and increase efficiencies

 ; Improves the consistency of representation 
through centrally accessible information

 ; Increases visibility into emerging and  
high-risk cases

 ; Simplifies reporting obligations

 ; Reduces overall cost of defense 

 ; Enhances efficiencies in information 
management, access   and usage

 ; Simplifies the hunt for info, data, and case 
details through customizable dashboards

 ; CVLynx offers counsel across multiple firms 
and locations the ability  to compile, review, 
research and collaborate in a highly secure, 
web-based environment. You’ll have access 
to a highly customizable central repository 
that can handle individually unique data 
and file collection requirement.

Our corporate clients and their defense teams find CVLynx for 
litigation management offers benefits such as: 

TCDI delivers on the highest security standards that clients require:
 ; Tier 3 data center
 ; Isolated network and server environment for every client
 ; AT101 audit standards with SOC-2 Type II report
 ; Data center access: highest level of internal controls
 ; 24/7 monitoring and redundancies
 ; Site access: two-factor authentication required

Our Commitment to Security

To Request More Information / 336.232.5800 / www.tcdi.com

Single Point of Control = Lower Risk


